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ABSTRACT 
Let n x n Hermitian matrix A have eigenvalues A,, A,, . . . , A,, let k X k 
Hermitian matrix H have eigenvalues pr, /.~s,. . . , pk, and let Q be an n X k matrix 
having full column rank, so 1 Q k < n. It is proved that there exist k eigenvalues 
Ai1 < Aip < ... Q Aik of A such that 
Ill%T( Pl - Ai,, /*z - hi%,..., pk - Ai,) 111 Q c 
urnin 
111 AQ - QH Ill 
always holds with c = 2, where v,,,~,,(Q) is the smallest singular value of Q and 111 . II) 
denotes any unitarily invariant norm. The assumptions Q*Q = I and H = Q*AQ in 
Stewart and Sun’s book are deleted. We improve it applicable to practical computa- 
tion. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix. Suppose that the columns of an 
n X k matrix Q form an orthonormal basis for an approximate invariant 
subspace of A, so Q* Q = I,, the k X k identity matrix. Here “* ” takes the 
conjugate transpose. Then the Rayleigh Quotient 
H = Q*AQ = H* 
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is computed; “How to relate the eigenvalues of H to those of A?’ The 
problem has been investigated by many authors (see, e.g., [I-S]). 
The following result appears in Stewart and Sun’s book [S, Theorem IV. 
4.141: 
THEOREM 1. Let n X n Hermitian matrtx A have eigenvalues 
A,, A 2>“‘, A,,, and let n X k matrix Q have orthonormal columns. Let 
H = Q*AQandletR =AQ - QH, and the eigenvalues of H be t+ Q t.~~ Q 
*** Q &. Then there exist k eigenvalues A,, < Aiz Q a** Q Aik of A such that 
Illdiag( /mu, - Ai,> ~2 - Ais, * *. , pk - Ai,) III Q Ill QRH + RQH Ill G 2 Ill R Ill * 
But the exigencies of approximate computation could produce columns in 
Q that were at best nearly orthonormal, and H at best nearly a Rayleigh 
quotient, the assumptions Q*Q = I and H = Q*AQ be satisfied. In this 
article we give the same bound even without the two assumptions. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. Let n X n Hermitian matrix A have eigenvalues 
A,, A,,..., A,, let k X k Hermitian matrix H have eigenvalues t+ =S p2 < 
“’ < ,-6k, and let Q be an n X k matrix having full column rank, so 
1 Q k < n. Let R = AQ - QH; then there exist k eigenvalues Ai1 Q Ais Q 
*** ,< Aik of A such that 
~l(diag(CLI-hi,,ELZ-hiz~...~~k-hit)III G (+ c(Q, III R Ill (1) 
m1n 
always holds with c = 2. In some special cases, as when k = 1 or k = n, (1) 
holds with c = 1. 
Kahan [S] proved that the inequality (1) holds with c = fi for the 
spectral norm and with c = 1 for the Frobenius norm. Cao et al. [2] proved 
that the inequality (I) holds with c = 1 for the spectral norm. 
The proof of Theorem 2 needs the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 [lo]. Let n X n Hermitian matrix A have eigenvalues 
A, < ... < A,, and let n X n Hermitian matrix H have eigenvalues 
P2 G -*- < p,; then 
Illdiag( p1 - A,, p2 - A2,. . . , p, - A,,) III < Ill A - H III. 
A, < 
I-% Q 
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The proof of this lemma can be found in [lo]. 
LEMMA 2 [ll]. Let M and W be two Hermitian matrices. Suppose there 
are two disjoint intervals, each of width at least 77 > 0 and containing no 
eigenvalues of either matrix, between which lie all the eigenvalues of one 
matrix and none of the other. Let X be a complex matrix with suitable 
dimensions. Then 
III MX - Xw III a 77 III X III . 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [8, 111. 
Proof of Theorem 2. FOI- any unitary U and V, the substitutions 
A + U*AV, H + V*HV, Q + U*QV 
leave the theorem unchanged, so we may assume without loss of generality 
that 
2 Q=( i 0 ’ I2 = diag(o,,~,,...,a~) 
and umi,(Q) = a, < gk_l < em* < crl. 
First, we prove (1) for the case k = n. We have 
2 111 AC - CH 111 = 111 AZ - ZH Ill + Ill 2.A - HZ Ill 
2 III(A-H)C+2(A-H)III 
= IIIZ(A- H) -(A- H)(-C)ilI, 
and by Lemma 2, we have 
111 XC A - H) - (A - H)( -2) Ill z 20, Ill A - H III. 
Thus 
Ill A’ - ZH Ill >, umi,( Q) Ill A - H III )
and from Lemma 1 the inequality (1) holds with c = 1. 
110 
If k < n, we write A = 
JIAN-JUN XIE 
, where A, is k X k matrix. Let 
It is obvious that 
A,2 - ZH 0 
Ill R Ill = A,2 0 
Hence 
2 Ill R Ill a 
> A,C - IZH ukA; 
A22 
IA 
Because of the case k = n and 111 R^ 111 < 2 111 R 111, the inequality (1) always 
holds with c = 2. This completes the proof. W 
Theorem 2 allows us to establish the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. L.et A E CnXn, H E Ckxk, and suppose that there are two 
nonsingular matrices P and Q such that P- ‘AP and Q-l HQ are Herrnitian. 
L.et A have eigenvalues A,, h,, . . . , A,, let H have e&endues p1 G p, Q 
*-* d &, and let X be an n X k matrix having fill column rank, so 1 < 
k < n. Then there exist k eigenvalues hiI Q Aiz < *** Q hit of A such that 
always h0U.s with 
the spectral norm. 
with c = 1. 
Proof. Let A * 
ttt AX - XH 111 a 
C 
’ %inCx) Kz( p) Kz( Q) 111 AX - XH 111 (2) 
c = 2, where K2(P) = t/P/2 - ((P-‘((2, and 11. ((2 denotes 
In some special cases, as when k = 1 or k = n, (2) holds 
= P-‘AP and H, = Q-‘HQ. Then 
Ill PA * P-‘X - XQH, Q-l ttt 
ttt P(A, P-‘XQ - P-‘XQH,)Q-‘ttt 
tip-lit21 . tt~tt;l . tit A,( P-~XQ) - (P-~XQ)H, tit. 
From Theorem 2, we have 
Illdiag( ~1 - Ai,, ~2 - AiZ. * - - > & - Ai,) III 
2 
’ rmi,( P-‘XQ) 
iii A,(P-~XQ) - (P-~xQ)H, ill. 
Thus, we get 
llldiag( p1 
’ a&P- ‘XQ) 
II P-‘II2 * llQll2 * Ill Ax - XH ill . 
112 
Since 
JIAN-JUN XIE 
o,i”(P-lxQ)-l =z a,i”(P-l)-lcJmin(X)-lami”(Q)-l 
= ~mi,(x)-’ * lIPlIe * IIQ-%, 
the inequality (2) h o Id s with c = 2. Similarly, when k = 1 or k = n, (2) holds 
with c = 1. This completes the proof. ??
Moreover, by using the results of Cao et al. [2, Theorem 21 and Kahan [3] 
we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The inequality (2) always holds with c = 1 for the spectral 
norm and the Frobenius norm. 
Kahan [12] proved that the inequality (2) holds with c = 1 for the spectral 
norm when k = n and X = 1. Sun [13] and Zhang [14] proved that the 
inequality (2) h o Id s with c = 1 for the Frobenius norm when k = n and 
x = I. 
Finally, the author conjectures that the inequalities (1) and (2) should be 
trueforc= 1. 
The author thanks his advisor, Prof Jiang Erxiong, for careful reading of 
this article and helpful comments. 
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